SUMMER CAMP DESCRIPTIONS 2021
Harry Potter: The Next Generation…….Grades 1-4 & 5-8…….June 21st-June 25th
Enter the exciting magical world of Hogwarts! Join the children of
Harry, Ron, and Hermione as they navigate the hallowed halls! Spell
creations, magic wands, and more! Students will explore meet all the
children of their favorite characters as well as some of the original
characters. Are the old grudges between house still being felt? Who is
better at quidditch? Which house will win the house cup? Plus who
doesn’t love learning magical dances and wand combat?!

Hamilton……….…………………Grades 1-4 & 5-8……………………….June 28th-July 2nd

Hamilton is the story of the unlikely Founding Father determined
to make his mark on the new nation as hungry and ambitious as
he is. From orphan to Washington's right-hand man, rebel to war
hero, a loving husband caught in the country's first scandal, to
the Treasury head who made an untrusting world believe in the
American economy. George Washington, Eliza Hamilton,
Thomas Jefferson and Hamilton's lifelong friend/foil Aaron Burr
all make their mark in this astonishing new musical exploration
of a political mastermind

Annie……………………………Grades 1-4……………………………July 5th-9th
With equal measures of pluck and positivity, little orphan Annie
charms everyone's hearts despite a next-to-nothing start in 1930s
New York City. Annie is determined to find the parents who
abandoned her years ago on the doorstep of an orphanage run by
the cruel Miss Hannigan. Annie eventually foils Miss Hannigan's
evil machinations, finding a new home and family in billionaire,
Oliver Warbucks, his personal secretary, Grace Farrell, and a
lovable mutt named Sandy.

New Musical Revue.………..….Grades 5-8………..…………….…July 5th-9th
Ever wanted to sing/dance to the songs from current Broadway shows?
Then this camp is for you! During the course of the week we will be
learning songs and dances from popular Broadway shows such as Six
the Musical, Beetlejuice, and The Prom. So come and dance the week
away in our FIRST New musical revue!!

High School Musical 2 (3-week intensive)…………Grades 6-10……………July 12th-30th
On the last day of junior year, the East High gang can't wait to
get the summer started – they're ready for summer jobs, money
for college and to have fun. To that end, Troy gets them all jobs
at Lava Springs Country Club – which happens to be owned by
popular girl, Sharpay's, father! While Sharpay schemes to steal
Troy's heart from Gabriella, her brother, Ryan, hopes to win the
Star Dazzle Award. Everything comes to a head at the talent
show, where the group has to remember their motto: "All for one,
and one for all.”

Into the Woods……………………………Grades 1-5………………………June 28th-July 2nd

Be careful what you wish for! Into the Woods centers on a baker
and his wife, who wish to have a child; Cinderella, who wishes to
attend the King's festival; and Jack, who wishes his cow would
give milk. When the baker and his wife learn that they cannot
have a child because of a witch's curse, the two set off on a
journey to break the curse, and wind up changed forever.

Frozen………………………………Grades 1-5……………………………………..July 19th-23rd
You’ll love this fanciful and heartwarming stage adaptation of the
celebrated animated film. Join Anna, Elsa, Olaf, Sven, and all of your
favorite characters as they embark on an epic, ice-filled journey of selfdiscovery, camaraderie, and the real meaning of true love. Adapted for
young performers, this musical includes favorite Frozen songs such as
“Love Is an Open Door,” “Do You Want to Build a Snowman?,” and “Let It
Go,” as well as wonderful new songs from the Broadway production. This
production of Frozen KIDS is sure to prove that “some people are worth
melting for.”

Frozen II…………………………..Grades 1-5……………………………July 26th-30th

Elsa the Snow Queen has an extraordinary gift -- the power to
create ice and snow. But no matter how happy she is to be
surrounded by the people of Arendelle, Elsa finds herself strangely
unsettled. After hearing a mysterious voice call out to her, Elsa
travels to the enchanted forests and dark seas beyond her kingdom
-- an adventure that soon turns into a journey of self-discovery.

Wicked………………………….…Grades 1-4 & 5-8………..………………..August 2nd-6th

It’s the first day after winter break at East High. The Jocks, Brainiacs,
Thespians and Skater Dudes all find their cliques. Basketball team
captain and resident jock, Troy, discovers that the brainy Gabriella, a
girl he met singing karaoke on his ski trip, has just enrolled at East
High. The couple cause an upheaval when they decide to audition for
the high school musical. Although many students resent the threat
posed to the "status quo," Troy and Gabriella’s alliance might just open
the door for others to shine as well.
13 (3-week intensive)………….…Grades 6-11…………August 9th-27th
Geek. Poser. Jock. Beauty Queen. Wannabe. These are the labels
that can last a lifetime.13 is a musical about fitting in – and standing
out! Evan Goldman is plucked from his fast-paced, preteen New
York City life and plopped into a sleepy Indiana town following his
parents divorce. Surrounded by an array of simpleminded middle
school students, he needs to establish his place in the popularity
pecking order. Can he situate himself on a comfortable link of the
food chain... or will he dangle at the end with the outcasts?!?

Disney Descendants…………………Grades 1-5……………………….August 9th-13th
A long time ago the fairytale villains were sent to live on the Isle of the
Lost. Now, their descendants have the chance to prove that they are not
evil—by returning to the kingdom of Auradon and going to school with the
fairytale princes and princesses. Can they prove they’re good—or are they
doomed to being evil? Songs include: Rotten to the core, Evil Like Me, &
Set it Off.

Matilda……………………………..Grades 1-5……………………….August 16th-20th
Matilda has astonishing wit, intelligence…and special powers!
She’s unloved by her cruel parents but impresses her
schoolteacher, the highly lovable Miss Honey. Matilda’s school
life isn’t completely smooth sailing, however—the school’s
mean headmistress, Miss Trunchbull, hates children and just
loves thinking up new punishments for those who don’t abide
by her rules. But Matilda has courage and cleverness in equal
amounts, and could be the school pupils’ saving grace!

Moana………….…………………..Grades 1-5…………………..…August 23rd-27th

This thrilling and heartwarming coming-of-age story follows the strongwilled Moana as she sets sail across the Pacific to save her village and
discover the truth about her heritage. Moana and the legendary
demigod Maui embark on an epic journey of self-discovery and
camaraderie as both learn to harness the power that lies within. With
empowering messages of bravery and selflessness, Moana JR. is sure
to bring out the hero within each of us.

